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escape towards wider horizons, in the terribly commercialised life that I have to lead. . . . To begin with : your paper ... I may tell you that it is your own, any time you like, And nobody to come and look over your shoulder. You see ? "
Gurau took a sip of that Meursault, rich and vigorous as though it were fortified by iron, which was in his left-hand glass. Samm£caud's overtures, in which he had begun by finding nothing but an appeal to his weakness, had ended by producing in him a rather novel sense of excitement, a swift, bold reshuffling of his ideas, a faster beating of his heart. He had the impression, not that he was sliding down a gentle slope, but that he had arrived, by a path with surprising .turns, at a kind of rock cornice, whence certain privileged persons could look out over a horizon — made up of sweeps of mountain, hollows of valley, wide expanses of sea - whose spaciousness and sense of liberty and unexpectedness could not even be suspected by the modest people, out for a Sunday walk, who must be coming and going in the little villages you could see down there.
Associations of ideas, cross-references, paradoxical confirmations sprang up in his mind.
<c After all, this is not so far away from Marx. Contempt for little day-to-day reform. Wait for the complete collapse and help it along. I can very well imagine Marx or somebody like him accepting a pact such as this. All the great revolutionaries, all those who succeeded, certainly seized any such opportunity when chance put it in their way. All great men of action are men who seize opportunities, who take whatever presents itself. Men who achieve great things are realists. A kind of Puritanism, a terrified, hidebound respect for moral rules, is perhaps very necessary for men of limited scope and moderate courage. But nothing great has even been done without intellectual audacity, defiance of principle, which would have staggered little men. The Jesuits. Those past-masters. All the things they have tolerated, and even promoted, and all for no personal advantage. A. M. D. G. I can, imagine one of the

